utterly to move it, it left a contemptuous trace of mud on the lower
terraces, put out the fires in the sub-basement, buiying the gas heaters
beneath solid mud. And went away. Mrs. George Madison MUlard's spirit,
faith, and pride went out with the fires. She wept.
But soon we got this little matter fixed up by aid of the city of Pasadena.
Even this was not to be enough to add to what had already been. Depths
of misery were yet to be plumbed.
Cyrano de Bergerac, high-adventurer, after a lifetime of triumphs as
idealist was inadvertently knocked on the head by a flower-pot. The pot
fell from a window ledge above him as, rapier in scabbard, he passed
below. And I've always believed there was only a common red-geranium
in that pot.
Well, La Miniatura's hard-fought and all-but-won idealism was now to
share a like fate. Yes—let no one imagine that because this region is per-
petual sunshine the roof is any more negligible a feature of house-happi-
ness than back there in rain and snow and ice. The sun bakes the roof for
eleven months, two weeks and five days, shrinking it to a shrivel. Then
giving the roof no warning whatever to get back to normal if it could, the
clouds burst. Unsuspecting roof surfaces are deluged by a three-inch down-
pour.
I knew this. And I know there are more leaking roofs in Southern
California than in all the rest of the world put together. I knew that the
citizens come to look upon water thus in singularly ungrateful mood. I
knew that water is all that enables them to have their being there, but let
any of it through on them from above, unexpectedly, in their houses and
they go mad. It is a kind of phobia. I knew all this and I had seriously taken
precautions in the details of this little house to avoid such scenes as result
from negligible roofs. This is the truth.
The details were perfect, and were proved so to everyone's dissatis-
faction. But what of it? What defence when any roof chooses to leak? It
subsequently was found that our builder had lied to me about the flashing
under and within the coping walls—that's all. I had cautioned him con-
cerning this before leaving, when called away to Lake Tahoe. But not
until I had safely escaped to Taliesin did the La Mmiatura roofs decide to
leak. I knew nothing of it. Saying nothing to me$ not wishing to hurt my
feelings, I imagine, Mrs. Millard deliberately invited somebody if not any-
body and everybody in to talk it all over and try to fix up that roof. The
roof was easy to fix, for there would be no rain for another year. You may
feel that by confessing this shameful incompetence in this manner I am
making light of a bad matter. But really I am doing penance here. Maybe,
I am only making a bad matter worse. However that may be, Mrs. George
Madison Mallard's spirit, though dampened, was not one made to be
broken even by this last trial. Enough of left-handed confession. I finally
fixed the house when I found out about it.
Yes, the strength of Alice Millard's determination, the real courage erf
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